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our years of negotiations
on Donbas conflict held in
different formats – mainly
in Minsk format and the
Normandy format – have
abjectly failed to bring the
conflict to a peaceful resolution, and
laid bare three main problems, namely:
lack of security and legitimate authorities as well as lost of trust.
НBut before starting to solve these
three major problems the conflict parties should agree that the basis for a
settlement must be compromise and
reconciliation which are not in place
now. Years of war and escalating confrontation around Ukraine have definitely proved that real solution lies in
the area of diplomacy and not in belligerent option, i.e. need to find a set of
compromise solutions to be agreed by
all main conflict parties.
Moreover, Ukraine at the eve of crucial elections in 2019 urgently needs
to find a compromise inside, because
without it a serious destabilization can
occur, thus negatively influencing security of Europe in general.
But the compromise inside Ukraine regarding its security positioning (status)
should be found first of all, afterwards
being confirmed by main actors like
US, Russia, EU1 and finally legally fixed.
This result in turn could open the way
1

Это может стать предметом отдельной конференции высокого уровня под эгидой ОБСЕ наподобие
Мадридской конференции по вопросу Палестины.

to decrease tensions on the line Russia-West and improve security in EuroAtlantic area in general.

THE ESSENCE OF THREE
INDICATED PROBLEMS
I DO SEE AS FOLLOWS
The first problem is the failure to
ensure security, which precludes implementation of any peaceful plan
neither at the line of contact, nor at
uncontrolled territories in Donetsk and
Luhansk regions. Exchanges of fire
that periodically degenerate into fullfledged hostilities with human losses
and destroying necessary for existence
infrastructure are a daily occurrence.
Corruption flourishes at the checkpoints. Ukrainian citizens are concerned by the steady flow of weapons
smuggled into other parts of the country from the occupied territories. Pressure exercised upon Russia by the international community has so far failed
to achieve reinstating of Ukraine’s or
international authorities control over
the state border in the occupied parts
of Donetsk and Luhansk regions.

The second problem is the absence of
legitimate authorities at temporarily
uncontrolled territories. The self-proclaimed leaders of so-called ‘peoples’
republics’ are not recognized by either Ukraine or the international com-
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munity. The residents of the occupied
territories do not have legitimately
elected representatives . Russia, at the
same time, refuses to take legally the
responsibility for governing of these
uncontrolled territories, while simultaneously governing them, providing
financing and supplying armaments to
those regions.

The third problem is the irreparable
loss of trust of those residing in the
temporarily occupied parts of the Donbas region in the Ukrainian authorities,
and, conversely, of the Ukrainian citizens in the residents of the occupied
territories. The dialogue between these
popular groups has been almost fully
discontinued. Residents of the occupied territories are dead set against all
peace initiatives of the Kyiv authorities.
Amid deepening destitution in the occupied territories, their residents continue to flee both to Ukraine as IDPs
and as refugees to Russia. Residents
of the occupied territories are denied
even the most basic human rights and
benefits, among them access to social
security net, education, and quality
medical care.
During last years participants of the
Minsk and Normandy formats are
more immersed in discussions of what
has to occur first – elections, amnesty,
2

11-го ноября 2018 года в самопровозглашенных
образованиях ДНР-ЛНР должны пройти «выборы»,
что еще больше обострит проблему легитимности.

ceasefire or transfer of border control
– leaving beside the main three afore
mentioned problems.
‘Three Pillars’ plan of peaceful resolution aims at focusing efforts on
solving the three problems outlined
above. The plan’s logic is as follows:
one has to start with ensuring security for the peace plan to have a
chance of being implemented, then
legitimacy must be ensured by establishing and empowering at temporarily uncontrolled territories a generally
recognized administration; the end
result following implementation of
first two aspects would be restoration of a dialogue, which in turn will
lead to reinstating of trust and finally
switching to the phase of sustainable
settlement. But a compromise should
precede all above indicated elements.

1. SECURITY
Mandate from UN Security Council
on International Provisional Administration (IPA) activity should first of all
specify in detail mechanism and procedure of providing security which should
consist of three phases (elements),
namely the following: to provide security with an assistance of international
peacekeeping contingent firstly along
the contact line, then throughout temporarily uncontrolled territories and finally at currently uncontrolled sections
of Ukrainian-Russian border.
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The second objective at initial stage
would be to ensure security and order at the checkpoints between the
temporarily occupied territories and
Ukraine’s mainland. Subject to both
parties’ mutual agreement, this mission can be assumed by an armed UN
police force.

2. LEGITIMACY
Establishing and deploying of IPA
is a main element for providing legitimacy to the whole process of
peaceful settlement. IPA is established according to the resolution
of UN Security Council, acts under UN auspices. At the same time
it should act on the basis of the
mandate from UN Security Council,
agreed between the parties Action
Plan and a separate agreement
with the government of Ukraine to
which it regularly reports.
With assistance of UN peacekeeping contingent IPA gets control
over currently uncontrolled territories of Donbas on the basis of
a phased approach (starting from
the line of contact and finally over
sections of currently uncontrolled
Ukraine-RF border).
The administration executes administrative and social-economic management over mentioned territories
during the agreed interim period
(2-3 years).

IPA is also responsible for electing
representatives from these territories to drafting a new Constitution
of Ukraine, if such a process starts.
Re-establishment of legal system
will be secured while using international practices and instruments of
transitional justice.

3. REINSTATING OF TRUST
As far as Ukrainian authorities recognize legitimacy of IPA, they will also
vest it with authority and provide
with necessary tools to achieve reintegration of residents of the temporarily occupied territories in Donbas into the single legal, economic
and humanitarian space of Ukraine.
To this end, IPA will administer all
dedicated budgets, including those
aimed for education, medicine, social
security and pensions.
IPA will also be empowered to administer all funds which will be received
from international donors for Donbas
recovery or as a humanitarian aid. By
doing that we can avoid corruption
risk which unfortunately is inherent
to current governance in Ukraine.
Securing the process of return of
the IDPs and refugees who left
those territories after their occupation should be deemed as a separate task of the IPA. Furthermore,
one of the main parts of this objective will be reintegration of refugees,
in particular restitution of their lost
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property in the occupied territories.
Implementation of the above measures will launch the process of reinstating trust and recommence a dialogue both between the residents of
the temporarily occupied territories
and of the rest of Ukraine, and between respective representatives of
authorities of the currently divided
parts of the country.
Solving of ecological problems
should also constitute an important
integral part of first-to-do steps.
First of all we refer to averting possibility of ecological disasters due to
military actions during last years and
respective devastations and damage
caused. Improvement of quite difficult ecological situation in the region
in general can be implemented at
the second stage. Aimed to this objective a special program should be
launched with participation of international partners of Ukraine and its
implementation will be secured via
separate trust fund.
Problem of mine neutralization should
be another urgent and important task
that will require preparing a special Action plan.
In order to tackle two last urgent challenges (namely ecology and mine neutralization) and to finance respective
programs a special Donor conference
on Donbas will be conveyed in the first
year of IPA’s activity.

VIENNA FORMAT
For implementation of “Three Pillars”
plan along the Security-LegitimacyTrust scenario we suggest to establish and apply the Vienna format. This
should be high-level negotiation format located in Vienna aimed to modify
Normandy format and based on Minsk
agreements.
It should be comprised of constant
special representatives from Ukraine,
US, Russia, Germany, France with participation of OSCE Secretary General
and involving Austria with an observer
status. The format should be to some
extent an extension (modification)
of already currently existing, but not
quite efficient Volker-Surkov consultations model.
Vienna format will enable to revitalize the real settlement process of the
Donbas conflict, while actively and
professionally reaching agreements
on its main elements that afterwards
should be finalized by the heads of respective states.

Why do we need a new
format while having Minsk
format already in place?
Minsk agreements are/became actually agreements on ceasefire, but not
about settlement of the conflict. Vienna format envisages more comprehensive approach and way to settle
the crisis and secure peace (in addition
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to venue in Minsk), but not a simple
ceasefire (what Minsk agreements are
de facto about).
The Ukraine crisis is actually comprised
of four dimensions: geopolitical (confrontation between Russia and West/
USA), geoeconomical (confrontation
between Russia and West/EU), bilateral (confrontation between Russia and
Ukraine) and Ukrainian.
Therefore for its solution we need to
find answers at all four mentioned levels, especially at Ukrainian one (where
it’s necessary to present to Ukrainian
society a plan of internal reconciliation and promote readiness to forgive
each other). Without including all main
elements of the crisis into the negotiations between the main actors we will
not get ahead with the settlement.
Therefore exactly the Vienna format involves all main participants of the conflict aiming to reach a comprehensive
agreement on sustainable crisis settlement, first of all with regard to Donbas.
And finally the whole settlement process in the current form urgently needs
restart and “fresh air”, because all parties are just stuck in “Minsk track”.

•

Headquarter of many international
institutions, first of all of the OSCE
= advantages with regard to networks, contacts and logistics;

•

In the coalition agreement of current Austrian government a special
note is made on settling the crisis
in-and-around Ukraine in order to
make possible an improvement of
security in Europe;

•

Numerous “success stories” in settling conflicts (for example main
conditions of Vienna Congress in
1815 were actually valid until WWI)
+ own successful historical example (Austrian State Treaty as of year
1955 = end of occupation+neutrality
as well as successful experience of
settling the problem of South Tirol)

Main participants and elements
of the Vienna format
•

Ukraine, Russia, USA, Germany,
France + OSCE as a moderator and
Austria as an observer

•

Legally binding document in place

•

Regular negotiation venue for authorized special representatives
from each party. Regular expert
meetings and brainstorming based
on Track 1,5 / Track 2 approaches
and dedicated to separate issues

Why namely Vienna?
•

Capital of a neutral country = respective equidistance from conflict
parties (Ukraine vs Russia, NATO vs
CSTO) + favorable acceptance by all
parties as a neutral venue;

•
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SERGIY TARUTA
Ukrainian non-faction parliamentarian, a leader
of the group on interparliamentary relations with
Germany.
The whole life and professional activity of Sergiy
Taruta is linked with Donbas. His ancestral home is
in the village Vynogradne, within the boundaries of
frontline Mariupol. He grew up and was educated
in Donbas. Sergiy Taruta participated in creation of
the heavy industry in the region – the basis of its
industrial capacity. The elected deputy of Donetsk
regional council for many years.
At the most difficult time for Ukraine, namely at
the beginning of 2014, Sergiy Taruta was not afraid
to take a responsible decision and became the
governor of Donetsk region. Precisely the actions
of governor Taruta for the protection of Mariupol
– a strategic port and industrial center of Donbas,
have broken the Russian project “New Russia”.
In late 2014 the residents of Mariupol have elected Taruta as their representative in the Verkhovna
Rada of Ukraine.
Currently a leader of political party “Osnova”.
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